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MACHINE

(57) There is provided a core sand filling device in
an under-blow type core making machine in which core
sand is blown from a lower part of a core box to an upper
part of the core box. The core sand filling device includes
the core box, a blow head which is placed below the core
box so as to move up and down in a relative manner to
the core box and divided into a sand blowing chamber
and a sand storage chamber that are communicatively
connected to each other, a compressed air supply unit
which is communicatively connected to the sand storage
chamber and supplies compressed air into the sand stor-
age chamber, an aeration air supply unit which is com-
municatively connected to the sand blowing chamber and
supplies into the sand blowing chamber aeration air for
suspending and fluidizing core sand inside the sand
blowing chamber, and an exhaust valve which is com-
municatively connected to the sand blowing chamber and
exhausts compressed air remaining in the sand blowing
chamber.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] Various aspects and embodiments of the
present invention relate to a core sand filling device and
a core sand filling method for filling core sand into a core
box in a core making machine.

Background Art

[0002] Conventionally, there has been made public a
so-called top-blow type core making machine in which a
blow head is disposed above a core box to blow core
sand from an upper part of the core box to a lower part
of the core box (refer to, for example, Patent Literature 1).

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0003] Patent Literature 1: Japanese Published Exam-
ined Patent Application No. Sho 47-13179

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0004] In the top-blow type core making machine dis-
closed in Patent Literature 1, however, the blow head is
disposed above the core box, on which a core sand hop-
per is also disposed. As a result, the machine is increased
in height and accordingly increased in dimensions, which
poses a problem. Therefore, in an attempt to lower the
height of and downsize the machine as much as possible,
an idea has been considered to employ a so-called un-
der-blow type core making machine in which a blow head
is disposed below a core box so as to blow core sand
from a lower part of the core box to an upper part of the
core box. However, in the under-blow type core making
machine, the core sand is blown from the lower part of
the core box to the upper part of the core box, thereby
blowing the sand against the force of gravity. Thus, there
is posed such a problem that this machine is inferior in
filling property of the core sand to the top-blow type core
making machine.
[0005] In this technical field, a core sand filling device
and a core sand filling method in a core making machine
which can be reduced in dimensions and also improved
in filling property of core sand have been demanded.

Solution to Problem

[0006] A core sand filling device according to one as-
pect of the present invention is a core sand filling device
in an under-blow type core making machine in which core
sand is blown from a lower part of a core box to an upper
part of the core box. And, the core sand filling device is

provided with the core box, a blow head which is placed
below the core box so as to move up and down in a
relative manner to the core box and divided into a sand
blowing chamber and a sand storage chamber that are
communicatively connected to each other, a compressed
air supply unit which is communicatively connected to
the sand storage chamber and supplies compressed air
into the sand storage chamber, an aeration air supply
unit which is communicatively connected to the sand
blowing chamber and supplies into the sand blowing
chamber aeration air for suspending and fluidizing core
sand inside the sand blowing chamber, and an exhaust
valve which is communicatively connected to the sand
blowing chamber and exhausts compressed air remain-
ing in the sand blowing chamber.
[0007] In another embodiment, it is acceptable that a
second compressed air supply unit which supplies com-
pressed air into the sand storage chamber is communi-
catively connected to the sand storage chamber.
[0008] In another embodiment, it is acceptable that a
second aeration air supply unit which supplies into the
sand blowing chamber aeration air for suspending and
fluidizing core sand inside the sand blowing chamber is
communicatively connected to the sand blowing cham-
ber.
[0009] In one embodiment, it is acceptable that a part
of a bottom face of the sand storage chamber is made
into an inclined face and the compressed air supply unit
is attached to the inclined face.
[0010] In another embodiment, it is acceptable that the
exhaust valve is communicatively connected to the sand
blowing chamber via an air pipe which is communicative-
ly connected to the aeration air supply unit.
[0011] In another embodiment, it is acceptable that a
pressure sensor for measuring a pressure inside the
sand blowing chamber is attached to the sand blowing
chamber and a pressure sensor for measuring a pressure
inside the sand storage chamber is also attached to the
sand storage chamber.
[0012] In another embodiment, it is acceptable that a
sand blowing nozzle is placed at a lower end of a sand
blowing hole drilled into a plate attached to an upper end
of the sand blowing chamber so as to protrude from the
lower end of the plate.
[0013] Further, a core sand filling method according to
another aspect of the present invention is a core sand
filling method employed in a core making machine using
the above-described core sand filling device, and the
method is provided with a step which firmly attaches the
core box to the sand blowing chamber, a step which ac-
tuates the aeration air supply unit to suspend and fluidize
core sand inside the sand blowing chamber, a step which
actuates the compressed air supply unit, thereby feeding
core sand inside the sand storage chamber into the sand
blowing chamber and also blowing core sand inside the
sand blowing chamber into the core box, a step which
stops actuation of the aeration air supply unit, a step
which stops actuation of the compressed air supply unit,
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and a step which actuates the exhaust valve to exhaust
compressed air remaining in the sand blowing chamber.
[0014] In one embodiment, it is acceptable that the aer-
ation air supply unit and the compressed air supply unit
are actuated at the same pressure.
[0015] In one embodiment, it is acceptable that a pres-
sure for actuating the compressed air supply unit is set
higher than a pressure for actuating the aeration air sup-
ply unit.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0016] The core sand filling device according to one
aspect of the present invention is a core sand filling de-
vice in an under-blow type core making machine in which
core sand is blown from a lower part of a core box to an
upper part of the core box, and the core sand filling device
is provided with the core box, a blow head which is placed
below the core box so as to move up and down in a
relative manner to the core box and divided into a sand
blowing chamber and a sand storage chamber that are
communicatively connected to each other, a compressed
air supply unit which is communicatively connected to
the sand storage chamber and supplies compressed air
into the sand storage chamber, an aeration air supply
unit which is communicatively connected to the sand
blowing chamber and supplies into the sand blowing
chamber aeration air for suspending and fluidizing core
sand inside the sand blowing chamber, and an exhaust
valve which is communicatively connected to the sand
blowing chamber and exhausts compressed air remain-
ing in the sand blowing chamber. It is, therefore, possible
to provide various effects such as downsizing of the de-
vice and an improvement in filling property of core sand.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0017]

Fig. 1 is a front sectional view of a core sand filling
device according to a First Embodiment of the
present invention.
Fig. 2 is a sectional view taken along arrows A to A
in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken along arrows B to B
in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 is a sectional view taken along arrows C to C
in Fig. 1.
Fig. 5 is a flow chart which shows motions of the core
sand filling device of the First Embodiment.
Fig. 6 is a front sectional view which shows a core
sand filling device according to a Second Embodi-
ment of the present invention.
Fig. 7 is a sectional view taken along arrows D to D
in Fig. 6.
Fig. 8 is a sectional view taken along arrows E to E
in Fig. 6.
Fig. 9 is a sectional view taken along arrows F to F

in Fig. 6.
Fig. 10 is a partial front sectional view which shows
a state that an air layer is formed between an upper
face of core sand and a lower end of a plate in a
sand blowing chamber.
Fig. 11 is a front sectional view which shows a core
sand filling device according to a Third Embodiment
of the present invention.
Fig. 12 is a sectional view taken along arrows A to
A in Fig. 11.
Fig. 13 is a sectional view taken along arrows B to
B in Fig. 11.
Fig. 14 is a sectional view taken along arrows C to
C in Fig. 11.
Fig. 15 is a flow chart which shows motions of the
core sand filling device in the core making machine.
Fig. 16 is a front sectional view of a core sand filling
device according to a Fourth Embodiment of the
present invention.
Fig. 17 is a sectional view taken along arrows D to
D in Fig. 16.
Fig. 18 is a partial front sectional view which shows
a state that an air layer is formed between an upper
face of core sand and a lower end of a plate in the
sand blowing chamber in the Third Embodiment.
Fig. 19 is a partial front sectional view which shows
a state that an air layer is formed between an upper
face of core sand and a lower end of a plate in the
sand blowing chamber in the Fourth Embodiment.

Description of Embodiments

[0018] Hereinafter, a detailed description will be given
of embodiments of the present invention with reference
to the drawings. In the embodiments of the present in-
vention, there is exemplified a shell core making machine
in which resin-coated sand is blown and filled into a heat-
ed box as a core making machine to make a shell core.
Further, in the embodiments of the present invention,
there is exemplified an under-blow type core making ma-
chine in which core sand is blown from a lower part of a
core box to an upper part of the core box. It is noted that
the drawings show the core sand filling device mainly in
the core making machine. Therefore, components of the
core making machine other than the core sand filling de-
vice are not shown.
[0019] First, a description will be given of a First Em-
bodiment of the present invention. Fig. 1 is a front sec-
tional view which shows the core sand filling device of
the First Embodiment. Fig. 2 is a sectional view taken
along the arrows A to A in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a sectional
view taken along the arrows B to B in Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a
sectional view taken along the arrows C to C in Fig. 1. In
Fig. 1, below a mold-matched core box 1 (a box in the
present embodiment), a blow head 2 is placed so as to
move up and down in a relative manner to the core box
1. The blow head 2 is coupled to a lift cylinder (not shown).
In the present embodiment, the blow head 2 is to move
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up and down in a relative manner to the core box 1 which
is disposed at a predetermined position.
[0020] It is noted that the blow head 2 is divided by a
partition plate 3 installed at an intermediate position into
two chambers, that is, a sand blowing chamber 4 and a
sand storage chamber 5 which are mutually adjacent.
Thereby, the blowing chamber 4 and the sand storage
chamber 5 are disposed substantially in a horizontal di-
rection. Then, a plate 4a firmly attached to the core box
1 is attached to an upper end of the sand blowing cham-
ber 4. And, one or more sand blowing holes 4b are per-
forated into the plate 4a, for blowing core sand (not
shown) inside the sand blowing chamber 4 into a cavity
1a of the core box 1. It is noted that one or more vent
holes (not shown) which are communicatively connected
to the cavity 1a are provided into the core box 1.
[0021] Then, a sand blowing nozzle 6 is placed at a
lower end of the sand blowing hole 4b drilled into the
plate 4a attached to the upper end of the sand blowing
chamber 4 so as to protrude from the lower end of the
plate 4a. It is noted that the sand blowing hole 4b is com-
municatively connected to the sand blowing nozzle 6.
[0022] The plate 4a attached to the upper end of the
sand blowing chamber 4 is arranged so as to be detached
from the upper end of the sand blowing chamber 4. A
unit which is capable of detaching the plate 4a from the
upper end of the sand blowing chamber 4 includes, for
example, a connection unit and a clamp unit.
[0023] Further, an opening 3a (refer to Fig. 2) is in-
stalled at a lower center of the partition plate 3, and the
sand blowing chamber 4 and the sand storage chamber
5 are communicatively connected to each other via the
opening 3a. Still further, in the sand storage chamber 5,
a part of the bottom face is made into an inclined face 5a
(refer to Fig. 1). In addition, an upper face of a ceiling
plate 5b of the sand storage chamber 5 is positioned so
as to be lower than an upper face of the plate 4a in the
sand blowing chamber 4.
[0024] Further, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, a com-
pressed air supply unit 7 for supplying compressed air
into the sand storage chamber 5 is attached to a lower
part of the inclined face 5a in the sand storage chamber
5. The compressed air supply unit 7 is communicatively
connected to the sand storage chamber 5. A bronze sin-
tered body 7a is attached to a leading end of the com-
pressed air supply unit 7. Further, a base end of the com-
pressed air supply unit 7 is communicatively connected
to a compressed air source (not shown) via an on-off
valve 8.
[0025] An aeration air supply unit 9 which supplies into
the sand blowing chamber 4 aeration air for suspending
and fluidizing core sand inside the sand blowing chamber
4 is attached to an upper part of a side wall in the sand
blowing chamber 4. A bronze sintered body 9a is at-
tached to a leading end of the aeration air supply unit 9,
and the aeration air supply unit 9 is communicatively con-
nected to the sand blowing chamber 4 via the sintered
body 9a.

[0026] In the present embodiment, the aeration air sup-
ply unit 9 is mounted on a plate member 4d and attached
via the plate member 4d to the upper part of the side wall
in the sand blowing chamber 4. Further, the plate member
4d is attached so as to be detached from the side wall of
the sand blowing chamber 4 by a connection unit (not
shown). Then, the plate member 4d can be mounted by
being inverted. Therefore, as compared with a state in
Fig. 1, the plate member 4d is mounted so as to be in-
verted, by which the aeration air supply unit 9 is posi-
tioned so as to increase in height only by a predetermined
height. In the present embodiment, as described above,
the aeration air supply unit 9 can be adjusted for its height.
In the present embodiment, as shown in Fig. 4, three
units of the aeration air supply unit 9 are attached to the
upper part of the side wall in the sand blowing chamber
4, to which the present invention shall not be, however,
limited. It is acceptable that at least one unit of the aer-
ation air supply unit 9 is provided.
[0027] Further, an air pipe 10 is communicatively con-
nected to the base end of the aeration air supply unit 9,
and an on-off valve 11 is communicatively connected to
the base end of the air pipe 10. The on-off valve 11 is
communicatively connected to a compressed air source
(not shown).
[0028] Then, a branched air pipe 12 is communicative-
ly connected on its way to the air pipe 10, and an exhaust
valve 13 which exhausts compressed air remaining in
the sand blowing chamber 4 is communicatively connect-
ed to a base end of the branched air pipe 12.
[0029] Further, in the sand blowing chamber 4, a pres-
sure sensor 14 which measures a pressure inside the
sand blowing chamber 4 is attached to an upper part of
a side wall orthogonal to a side wall on which the aeration
air supply unit 9 is attached. Then, a pressure sensor 15
which measures a pressure inside the sand storage
chamber 5 is attached to the upper part of the side wall
of the sand storage chamber 5.
[0030] Further, a plate material 5c is attached to an
upper end of the sand storage chamber 5, and a sand
hole 5d is drilled into the ceiling plate 5b and the plate
material 5c in the sand storage chamber 5. Then, a flange
16 into which a through hole 16a is drilled is placed above
the plate material 5c. And, a sand supply pipe 17 com-
municatively connected to the through hole 16a is firmly
attached to an upper end of the flange 16. It is noted that
the sand supply pipe 17 is communicatively connected
to a sand hopper (not shown) via a sand supply hose
(not shown).
[0031] Then, an on/off gate 18 into which a communi-
cating hole 18a is drilled is placed between the plate ma-
terial 5c and the flange 16, and the on/off gate 18 is
opened and closed (to be moved laterally) by a cylinder
(not shown). Where the blow head 2 is lowered by the
lift cylinder (not shown), the plate material 5c, the on/off
gate 18, the flange 16 and the sand supply pipe 17 are
all lowered together.
[0032] A description will be given of motions of the
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above-arranged core sand filling device in the core mak-
ing machine. Fig. 5 is a flow chart which shows motions
(core sand filling method) of the core sand filling device.
As shown in Fig. 5, first, carried out is a step in which the
core box 1 is firmly attached to the sand blowing chamber
4 (S10). At first, the mold-matched core box 1 is disposed
at a predetermined position. Then, the on/off gate 18 is
closed by the cylinder (not shown). Thereafter, the blow
head 2 is raised by the lift cylinder (not shown) to develop
the state shown in Fig. 1. It is noted that in the state in
Fig. 1, the core box 1 and the plate 4a are firmly attached
to each other. Further, the sand hole 5d is blocked by
the on/off gate 18 to airtight seal the blow head 2. Still
further, core sand (not shown) is contained at a neces-
sary quantity both in the sand blowing chamber 4 and
the sand storage chamber 5.
[0033] Then, in the state in Fig. 1, the on-off valve 11
is opened to actuate the aeration air supply unit 9 (S12).
Then, compressed air (that is, aeration air) is ejected
from the sintered body 9a attached to the leading end of
the aeration air supply unit 9, thereby suspending and
fluidizing core sand inside the sand blowing chamber 4.
Then, after a predetermined period of time has passed,
the on-off valve 8 is opened to actuate the compressed
air supply unit 7 (S 14). Thereby, the compressed air is
ejected from the sintered body 7a attached to the leading
end of the compressed air supply unit 7, and core sand
inside the sand storage chamber 5 is fed into the sand
blowing chamber 4. Accordingly, the core sand inside
the sand blowing chamber 4 is blown into the cavity 1a
of the core box 1 via the sand blowing nozzle 6 and the
sand blowing hole 4b. In the meantime, the compressed
air blown into the cavity 1a together with the core sand
is exhausted through the vent holes (not shown).
[0034] Then, after a predetermined period of time has
passed from actuation of the compressed air supply unit
7, the on-off valve 11 and the on-off valve 8 are closed
to stop actuation of the aeration air supply unit 9 and the
compressed air supply unit 7 (S18). In the meantime, due
to air exhaustion through one or more vent holes (not
shown) communicatively connected to the cavity 1a of
the core box 1, the pressure difference arises between
the sand blowing chamber 4 and the sand storage cham-
ber 5. More specifically, a pressure inside the sand blow-
ing chamber 4 becomes lower than a pressure inside the
sand storage chamber 5. As a result, a pressure which
is going to move into the cavity 1a of the core box 1 acts
on core sand inside the sand blowing chamber 4 and that
inside the sand storage chamber 5, by which core sand
filled inside the cavity 1a does not fall.
[0035] Thereafter, the exhaust valve 13 is actuated
(S19: the exhaust valve 13 is opened). Thereby, com-
pressed air remaining in the sand blowing chamber 4 is
exhausted. More specifically, the compressed air re-
maining in the sand blowing chamber 4 goes into the
aeration air supply unit 9 from the sintered body 9a and
passes through the air pipe 10 and the branched air pipe
12 and is exhausted through the exhaust valve 13. In the

meantime, such flow of air is developed that the com-
pressed air remaining in the sand blowing chamber 4 and
the sand storage chamber 5 goes from the sintered body
9a into the aeration air supply unit 9. Thus, the core sand
inside the sand storage chamber 5 joins the flow and
moves into the sand blowing chamber 4, by which the
sand blowing chamber 4 is filled with the core sand.
[0036] Then, after the pressure sensors 14, 15 have
measured that the pressure inside the blow head 2 is
zero, the blow head 2 is lowered by the lift cylinder (not
shown), by which the core box 1 is separated from the
blow head 2 (S24). Then, the exhaust valve 13 is closed
(S25).
[0037] Then, after horizontal movement of the core box
1 to a different position, the box is opened to take out a
core. Then, the on/off gate 18 is opened by the cylinder
(not shown). Thereby, the core sand inside the sand hop-
per is supplied into the sand storage chamber 5 through
the sand supply pipe 17, the through hole 16a, the com-
municating hole 18a and the sand hole 5d (S26).
[0038] A description will be given of an embodiment
different from the above-described First Embodiment as
a Second Embodiment. First, there will be described
points different from those of the First Embodiment. Fig.
6 is a front sectional view which shows a core sand filling
device of the Second Embodiment. Fig. 7 is a sectional
view taken along the arrows D to D in Fig. 6. Fig. 8 is a
sectional view taken along the arrows E to E in Fig. 6.
Fig. 9 is a sectional view taken along the arrows F to F
in Fig. 6. In the Second Embodiment, as shown in Fig.
6, in a sand storage chamber 5, a second compressed
air supply unit 19 for supplying compressed air into the
sand storage chamber 5 is attached to a side wall ex-
tending in a perpendicular direction from an upper end
of an inclined face 5a. The second compressed air supply
unit 19 is communicatively connected to the sand storage
chamber 5. It is noted that a bronze sintered body 19a
is attached to a leading end of the second compressed
air supply unit 19. Further, the second compressed air
supply unit 19 is communicatively connected to an on-
off valve 8 together with the compressed air supply unit
7 via an air pipe 20.
[0039] Further, in a sand blowing chamber 4, on an
inclined face 4c which is a part of a bottom face, there is
attached a second aeration air supply unit 21 which sup-
plies into the sand blowing chamber 4 aeration air for
suspending and fluidizing core sand inside the sand
blowing chamber 4. The second aeration air supply unit
21 is communicatively connected to the sand blowing
chamber 4. It is noted that a bronze sintered body 21a
is attached to the leading end of the second aeration air
supply unit 21. In the present embodiment, as shown in
Fig. 9, two units of the second aeration air supply unit 21
are attached to the inclined face 4c which is a part of the
bottom face in the second sand blowing chamber 4. The
present invention shall not be, however, limited thereto.
It is acceptable that at least one unit of the second aer-
ation air supply unit 21 is attached. Further, a base end
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of the second aeration air supply unit 21 is communica-
tively connected to a compressed air source (not shown)
via an on-off valve 22.
[0040] The Second Embodiment is different in these
points from the First Embodiment but similar in other
points to the First Embodiment. It is noted that the same
components as those of the First Embodiment are given
the same reference numerals, with a description thereof
omitted here.
[0041] A description will be given of actuation of the
above-arranged Second Embodiment. First, a mold-
matched core box 1 is disposed at a predetermined po-
sition. Then, an on/off gate 18 is closed by a cylinder (not
shown). Thereafter, a blow head 2 is raised by a lift cyl-
inder (not shown) to develop the state in Fig. 6. It is noted
that in the state in Fig. 6, a plate 4a is firmly attached to
the core box 1. Further, a sand hole 5d is blocked by the
on/off gate 18 to airtight seal the blow head 2. A neces-
sary quantity of core sand (not shown) is placed into each
of the sand blowing chamber 4 and the sand storage
chamber 5.
[0042] Next, in the state in Fig. 6, the on-off valve 11
and the on-off valve 22 are opened to actuate an aeration
air supply unit 9 and the second aeration air supply unit
21. Accordingly, compressed air (that is, aeration air) is
ejected from a sintered body 9a attached to the leading
end of the aeration air supply unit 9 and a sintered body
21a attached to the leading end of the second aeration
air supply unit 21, thereby suspending and fluidizing core
sand inside the sand blowing chamber 4. Then, after a
predetermined period of time has passed, the on-off
valve 8 is opened to actuate a compressed air supply
unit 7 and a second compressed air supply unit 19. There-
by, compressed air is ejected from a sintered body 7a
attached to the leading end of the compressed air supply
unit 7 and a sintered body 19a attached to the leading
end of the second compressed air supply unit 19, by
which core sand inside the sand storage chamber 5 is
fed into the sand blowing chamber 4. Accordingly, core
sand inside the sand blowing chamber 4 is blown into a
cavity 1a of the core box 1 via a sand blowing nozzle 6
and a sand blowing hole 4b. In the meantime, com-
pressed air blown into the cavity 1a together with the core
sand is exhausted through the vent holes (not shown).
[0043] Then, after a predetermined period of time has
passed from start of actuating the compressed air supply
unit 7 and the second compressed air supply unit 19, the
on-off valve 11, the on-off valve 22 and the on-off valve
8 are closed to stop actuation of the aeration air supply
unit 9, the second aeration air supply unit 21, the com-
pressed air supply unit 7 and the second compressed air
supply unit 19. In the meantime, air exhaustion is carried
out through the vent holes (not shown) communicatively
connected to the cavity 1a of the core box 1, thus resulting
in a difference in pressure between the sand blowing
chamber 4 and the sand storage chamber 5. More spe-
cifically, the pressure inside the sand blowing chamber
4 becomes lower than the pressure inside the sand stor-

age chamber 5. As a result, a pressure which is going to
move into the cavity 1a of the core box 1 acts on the core
sand inside the sand blowing chamber 4 and that inside
the sand storage chamber 5, by which the core sand filled
inside the cavity 1a does not fall.
[0044] Thereafter, the exhaust valve 13 is actuated
(the exhaust valve 13 is opened), thereby exhausting
compressed air remaining in the sand blowing chamber
4. More specifically, the compressed air remaining in the
sand blowing chamber 4 goes into the aeration air supply
unit 9 from the sintered body 9a, passes through an air
pipe 10 and a branched air pipe 12, and is exhausted
from the exhaust valve 13. In the meantime, such flow
of air is developed that compressed air remaining in the
sand blowing chamber 4 and the sand storage chamber
5 goes from the sintered body 9a into the aeration air
supply unit 9. Thus, the core sand inside the sand storage
chamber 5 joins the flow and moves into the sand blowing
chamber 4, by which the sand blowing chamber 4 is filled
with the core sand.
[0045] Then, after the pressure sensors 14, 15 have
measured that the pressure inside the blow head 2 is
zero, the blow head 2 is lowered by the lift cylinder (not
shown), by which the core box 1 is separated from the
blow head 2. Then, the exhaust valve 13 is closed.
[0046] Then, after horizontal movement of the core box
1 to a different position, the box is opened to take out a
core. Then, the on/off gate 18 is opened by the cylinder
(not shown). Thereby, the core sand inside the sand hop-
per is supplied into the sand storage chamber 5 through
the sand supply pipe 17, the through hole 16a, the com-
municating hole 18a and the sand hole 5d.
[0047] In the First Embodiment and Second Embodi-
ment, the aeration air supply unit 9 and the compressed
air supply unit 7 are actuated at the same pressure. The
same actuation pressure is advantageous in reducing
consumption of air.
[0048] In the First Embodiment and Second Embodi-
ment, as described above, the aeration air supply unit 9
and the compressed air supply unit 7 are actuated at the
same pressure to which the present invention shall not
be, however, limited. It is acceptable that the compressed
air supply unit 7 is actuated at a higher pressure than the
aeration air supply unit 9. In this case, the pressure inside
the sand storage chamber 5 is made higher than the pres-
sure inside the sand blowing chamber 4, thereby devel-
oping a great difference in pressure. Therefore, such an
advantage is provided that core sand is allowed to move
easily from the sand storage chamber 5 to the sand blow-
ing chamber 4.
[0049] In the First Embodiment and Second Embodi-
ment, such an arrangement is made that the blow head
2 divided into the sand blowing chamber 4 and the sand
storage chamber 5 which are communicatively connect-
ed to each other is placed below the core box 1 so as to
move up and down in a relative manner to the core box
1. Thereby, as compared with a top-blow type core mak-
ing machine, the core sand filling device can be de-
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creased in width in a perpendicular direction and such
effects are obtained that it can be downsized. Further, in
the First Embodiment and Second Embodiment, there
are provided two air supply units, that is, the compressed
air supply unit 7 which is communicatively connected to
the sand storage chamber 5 and also supplies com-
pressed air into the sand storage chamber 5 and the aer-
ation air supply unit 9 which is communicatively connect-
ed to the sand blowing chamber 4 and also supplies into
the sand blowing chamber 4 aeration air for suspending
and fluidizing core sand inside the sand blowing chamber
4, thereby blowing and filling the core sand by combining
compressed air ejected from each of the air supply units.
Therefore, such effects are obtained that even the under-
blow type core making machine is able to improve filling
property of core sand.
[0050] Further, in the First Embodiment and Second
Embodiment, such an arrangement is made that a part
of the bottom face of the sand storage chamber 5 is made
into the inclined face 5a and the compressed air supply
unit 7 is attached to the inclined face 5a. The operating
effects of this arrangement will be described. Core sand
supplied into the sand storage chamber 5 is usually
formed into a conical shape inside the sand storage
chamber 5 depending on a repose angle of the sand. In
this case, however, the height of a sand layer is low at a
part where the partition plate 3 is in contact with core
sand. Therefore, when the core sand is allowed to move
from the sand storage chamber 5 to the sand blowing
chamber 4, so-called blow-by of air may take place in
which the core sand is not mixed well with air and only
the air passes through the opening 3a. However, as de-
scribed above, the compressed air supply unit 7 is at-
tached to the inclined face 5a which is a part of the bottom
face of the sand storage chamber 5, from which com-
pressed air is supplied into the sand storage chamber 5.
A pile of the core sand formed into a conical shape col-
lapses, thereby, agitating the core sand. Then, the core
sand is made flat inside the sand storage chamber 5, and
the sand layer is increased in height at a part where the
partition plate 3 is in contact with the core sand. As a
result, it is possible to prevent the above-described blow-
by of air and also increase a quantity of core sand moving
from the sand storage chamber 5 to the sand blowing
chamber 4, that is, a quantity of effectively usable sand.
[0051] Still further, in the First Embodiment and Sec-
ond Embodiment, such an arrangement is made that the
exhaust valve 13 is communicatively connected to the
sand blowing chamber 4 via an air pipe communicatively
connected to the aeration air supply unit 9. According to
the above arrangement, air to be exhausted goes into
the aeration air supply unit 9 from the sintered body 9a
and, thereby, the aeration air supply unit 9 also acts as
an air exhaustion unit. As a result, this arrangement is
advantageous in that even when sand may be clogged
in the sintered body 9a on air exhaustion, compressed
air is subsequently ejected from the sintered body 9a
and, therefore, sand clogged in the sintered body 9a can

then be removed.
[0052] Further, as shown in the Second Embodiment,
such an arrangement is acceptable that the second com-
pressed air supply unit 19 is provided in addition to the
compressed air supply unit 7. The above-described ar-
rangement is advantageous in that a pile of core sand in
a conical shape collapses inside the sand storage cham-
ber 5, thereby accelerating agitation of the core sand.
The above arrangement is also advantageous in that
core sand moves more smoothly from the sand storage
chamber 5 to the sand blowing chamber 4.
[0053] Further, as shown in the Second Embodiment,
such an arrangement is also acceptable that the second
aeration air supply unit 21 is provided in addition to the
aeration air supply unit 9. The above-described arrange-
ment is advantageous in that the core sand inside the
sand blowing chamber 4 is suspended and fluidized in a
more accelerated manner.
[0054] Still further, in the First Embodiment and Sec-
ond Embodiment, such an arrangement is made that the
pressure sensor 14 for measuring the pressure inside
the sand blowing chamber 4 is attached to the sand blow-
ing chamber 4 and the pressure sensor 15 for measuring
the pressure inside the sand storage chamber 5 is also
attached to the sand storage chamber 5. The above-de-
scribed arrangement is advantageous in easily measur-
ing a difference in pressure between the sand blowing
chamber 4 and the sand storage chamber 5.
[0055] In addition, in the First Embodiment and Second
Embodiment, such an arrangement is made that the sand
blowing nozzle 6 is placed at the lower end of the sand
blowing hole 4b drilled into the plate 4a attached to the
upper end of the sand blowing chamber 4 so as to pro-
trude from the lower end of the plate 4a. Here, a detailed
description will be given of effects of the above-described
arrangement. As described previously, in the First Em-
bodiment of the present invention, after core sand inside
the sand blowing chamber 4 has been blown into the
cavity 1a of the core box 1, the aeration air supply unit 9
and the compressed air supply unit 7 stop actuation
thereof. Then, the core sand inside the sand blowing
chamber 4 settles down due to gravity drop, thereby form-
ing an air layer (gap) K between the upper face of core
sand inside the sand blowing chamber 4 and the lower
end (lower face) of the plate 4a.
[0056] Fig. 10 shows a state that the air layer K is
formed (the symbol S indicates core sand). In this state,
next, blowing is carried out for core sand into the cavity
1a of the core box 1. In the meantime, the leading end
of the sand blowing nozzle 6 is kept buried into the core
sand. Thereby, such an advantage is provided that the
core sand is sufficiently filled into the cavity 1a, with no
air in the air layer K involved with the core sand. Further,
even on formation of the air layer K, the leading end of
the sand blowing nozzle 6 is constantly kept buried into
the core sand. Thus, there is no chance that core sand
not solidified inside the cavity 1a will fall onto the air layer
K. As a result, such an advantage is also provided that
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insufficient filling of core sand into the cavity 1a can be
prevented. The above-described effects can be obtained
in the Second Embodiment as well.
[0057] Further, in the First Embodiment and Second
Embodiment, an internal thread is formed on an inner
face of the sand blowing hole 4b and a male thread is
also formed on an outer face of the sand blowing nozzle
6. And, they are screwed together, by which the sand
blowing nozzle 6 is allowed to protrude from the lower
end of the plate 4a and placed. The present invention
shall not be, however, limited thereto. It is acceptable
that the sand blowing nozzle 6 is placed at the lower end
of the sand blowing hole 4b and the sand blowing nozzle
6 is firmly fixed to the plate 4a by welding or the like,
thereby allowing the sand blowing nozzle 6 to protrude
from the lower end of the plate 4a.
[0058] Further, in the First Embodiment and Second
Embodiment, a cylindrical pipe is used as the sand blow-
ing nozzle 6. However, the shape of the sand blowing
nozzle 6 shall not be limited thereto and includes, for
example, an oval shape.
[0059] In the First Embodiment and Second Embodi-
ment, the aeration air supply unit 9 is actuated and after
a predetermined period of time has passed, the com-
pressed air supply unit 7 is actuated. The present inven-
tion shall not be, however, limited thereto. It is acceptable
that when the pressure sensor 14 measures a predeter-
mined pressure value inside the sand blowing chamber
4 after actuation of the aeration air supply unit 9, the
compressed air supply unit 7 is actuated. In this case,
the predetermined pressure value inside the sand blow-
ing chamber 4 is preferably a value lower than a pressure
at which the compressed air supply unit 7 is actuated.
The pressure value is preferably in a range of 0.01 to 0.2
MPa.
[0060] Further, in the Second Embodiment, it is ac-
ceptable that the aeration air supply unit 9 and the second
aeration air supply unit 21 are actuated or stopped in a
synchronized manner or not in a synchronized manner.
It is also acceptable that the compressed air supply unit
7 and the second compressed air supply unit 19 are ac-
tuated or stopped in a synchronized manner or not in a
synchronized manner. When it is desired that the com-
pressed air supply unit 7 and the second compressed air
supply unit 19 are actuated or stopped at different tim-
ings, a special on-off valve may be communicatively con-
nected to each of the compressed air supply unit 7 and
the second compressed air supply unit 19.
[0061] Still further, in the First Embodiment and Sec-
ond Embodiment, the blow head 2 is allowed to move up
and down with respect to the core box 1 disposed at a
predetermined position, to which the present invention
shall not be, however, limited. It is acceptable that the
core box 1 is allowed to move up and down with respect
to the blow head 2 disposed at a predetermined position.
[0062] Still further, in the First Embodiment and Sec-
ond Embodiment, as the core making machine, there is
exemplified a shell core making machine in which resin-

coated sand is blown and filled into a heated box to make
a shell core, to which the present invention shall not be,
however, limited. The present invention is also applicable
to a case where core sand is filled into a core making
machine by a cold box method which is an ordinary-tem-
perature gas hardening process.
[0063] Still further, in the First Embodiment and Sec-
ond Embodiment, the on/off gate 18 is opened and closed
by the cylinder (not shown), to which the present inven-
tion shall not be, however, limited. It is acceptable that
the on/off gate 18 is opened and closed by a cam mech-
anism.
[0064] In addition, in the First Embodiment and Second
Embodiment, the aeration air supply unit 9 and the com-
pressed air supply unit 7 are actuated or stopped in a
synchronized manner, to which the present invention
shall not be, however, limited. It is acceptable that the
aeration air supply unit 9 is stopped earlier than the com-
pressed air supply unit 7.
[0065] In the First Embodiment and Second Embodi-
ment, pressures at which the aeration air supply unit 9,
the second aeration air supply unit 21, the compressed
air supply unit 7 and the second compressed air supply
unit 19 are actuated are not limited to specific pressure
values. It is, however, preferable that the aeration air sup-
ply unit 9, the second aeration air supply unit 21, the
compressed air supply unit 7, and the second com-
pressed air supply unit 19 are actuated respectively at
0.1 to 0.5 MPa, 0.1 to 0.5 MPa, 0.1 to 0.5 MPa, and 0.1
to 0.5 MPa.
[0066] Next, a description will be given of a core sand
filling device of a Third Embodiment. In the Third Embod-
iment, as with the First Embodiment, as the core making
machine, there is exemplified a shell core making ma-
chine in which resin-coated sand is blown and filled into
a heated box to make a shell core. Further, in the present
embodiment, there is exemplified an under-blow type
core making machine in which core sand is blown from
a lower part of a core box to an upper part of the core
box. Drawings show a core sand filling device mainly
used in the core making machine. Therefore, compo-
nents of the core making machine other than the core
sand filling device are not shown.
[0067] In Fig. 11, below a mold-matched core box 30
(a box in the present embodiment), there is placed a blow
head 32 capable of moving up and down in a relative
manner to the core box 30. The blow head 32 is coupled
to a lift cylinder (not shown). In the present embodiment,
the blow head 32 is to move up and down with respect
to the core box 30 disposed at a predetermined position.
[0068] The blow head 32 is divided into two chambers,
that is, a sand blowing chamber 34 and a sand storage
chamber 35 which are adjacent to each other by a par-
tition plate 33 installed at an intermediate position. There-
by, the sand blowing chamber 34 and the sand storage
chamber 35 are disposed substantially in a horizontal
direction. Then, a plate 34a firmly attached to the core
box 30 is attached to an upper end of the sand blowing
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chamber 34, and a sand blowing hole 34b for blowing
core sand (not shown) inside the sand blowing chamber
34 into a cavity 31a of the core box 30 is drilled into the
plate 34a. One or more vent holes (not shown) commu-
nicatively connected to the cavity 31a is drilled into the
core box 30.
[0069] Further, an opening 33a (refer to Fig. 12) is in-
stalled at each end of a lower part of the partition plate
33, and the sand blowing chamber 34 and the sand stor-
age chamber 35 are communicatively connected to each
other via the opening 33a. Still further, as shown in Fig.
13, the sand storage chamber 35 is branched and divided
into a left chamber 35a and a right chamber 35b. The left
chamber 35a and the right chamber 35b are communi-
catively connected at upper parts thereof. It is noted that
at the left chamber 35a and the right chamber 35b, a part
of the bottom face is made into an inclined face (refer to
Fig. 11). Further, an upper face of a ceiling plate 35d of
the sand storage chamber 35 is positioned lower than an
upper face of the plate 34a of the sand blowing chamber
34.
[0070] Further, an opening 33b is provided at a lower
center of the partition plate 33, and a compressed air
supply unit 36 which supplies into the sand blowing cham-
ber 34 compressed air for blowing into the core box 30
core sand inside the sand blowing chamber 34 is coupled
outside the opening 33b. A compressed air introducing
pipe 36b of the compressed air supply unit 36 is commu-
nicatively connected to the sand blowing chamber 34 via
the opening 33b. It is noted that a bronze sintered body
36a is attached to the leading end of the compressed air
introducing pipe 36b. Still further, the compressed air in-
troducing pipe 36b is disposed between the left chamber
35a and the right chamber 35b in the sand storage cham-
ber 35, that is, between the branch (refer to Fig. 13 and
Fig. 14). In addition, the base end of the compressed air
introducing pipe 36b is communicatively connected to a
compressed air source (not shown) via an on-off valve
(not shown).
[0071] Further, an aeration air supply unit 37 which
supplies into the sand blowing chamber 34 aeration air
for suspending and fluidizing core sand inside the sand
blowing chamber 34 is attached to a side wall of the sand
blowing chamber 34. A bronze sintered body (not shown)
is attached to the leading end of the aeration air supply
unit 37, and the aeration air supply unit 37 is communi-
catively connected to the sand blowing chamber 34 via
the sintered body. Still further, the base end of the aer-
ation air supply unit 37 is communicatively connected to
the compressed air source (not shown) via an on-off valve
(not shown).
[0072] Then, an air exhaustion unit 38 for exhausting
compressed air remaining in the sand blowing chamber
34 is attached to an upper part of the aeration air supply
unit 37 on the side wall of the sand blowing chamber 34.
It is noted that a bronze sintered body (not shown) is
attached to the leading end of the air exhaustion unit 38,
and the air exhaustion unit 38 is communicatively con-

nected to the sand blowing chamber 34 via the sintered
body. Further, the base end of the air exhaustion unit 38
is communicatively connected to an on-off valve (not
shown).
[0073] Then, a pressure sensor 39 for measuring a
pressure inside the blow head 32 is attached to a lower
part of the aeration air supply unit 37 on the side wall of
the sand blowing chamber 34. Further, a sand-feeding
air supply unit 40 which supplies into the sand storage
chamber 35 compressed air for feeding core sand inside
the sand storage chamber 35 into the sand blowing
chamber 34 is attached to an upper part of each of the
side walls of the left chamber 35a and the right chamber
35b in the sand storage chamber 35. It is noted that a
bronze sintered body (not shown) is attached to the lead-
ing end of the sand-feeding air supply unit 40 and the
sand-feeding air supply unit 40 is communicatively con-
nected to the sand storage chamber 35 via the sintered
body. Further, the base end of the sand-feeding air supply
unit 40 is communicatively connected to a compressed
air source (not shown) via an on-off valve (not shown).
[0074] Further, a plate material 35c is attached to the
upper end of the sand storage chamber 35, and a sand
hole 35e is drilled into each of the ceiling plate 35d and
the plate material 35c in the sand storage chamber 35.
Then, a flange 41 into which a through hole 41a is drilled
is placed above the plate material 35c. A sand supply
pipe 42 communicatively connected to the through hole
41a is firmly fixed to the upper end of the flange 41. It is
noted that the sand supply pipe 42 is communicatively
connected to a sand hopper (not shown) via a sand sup-
ply hose (not shown).
[0075] Then, an on/off gate 43 into which a communi-
cating hole 43a is drilled is placed between the plate ma-
terial 35c and the flange 41. The on/off gate 43 is opened
and closed (to be moved laterally) by a cylinder (not
shown). It is noted that where the blow head 32 is lowered
by the lift cylinder (not shown), the plate material 35c,
the on/off gate 43, the flange 41 and the sand supply pipe
42 are lowered together.
[0076] A description will be given of actuation of a core
sand filling device used in the above-arranged core mak-
ing machine. Fig. 15 is a flow chart which shows motions
(core sand filling method) of the core sand filling device.
As shown in Fig. 15, first, carried out is a step in which
a core box 30 is firmly attached to a sand blowing cham-
ber 34 (S10). First, the mold-matched core box 30 is dis-
posed at a predetermined position. Then, the on/off gate
43 is closed by a cylinder (not shown). The blow head
32 is raised by the lift cylinder (not shown) to develop the
state in Fig. 11. It is noted that in the state in Fig. 11, the
core box 30 and the plate 34a are firmly attached to each
other. Further, the sand hole 35e is blocked by the on/off
gate 43 to airtight seal the blow head 32. Still further,
core sand (not shown) is contained at a necessary quan-
tity in each of the sand blowing chamber 34 and the sand
storage chamber 35.
[0077] Next, in the state in Fig. 11, the on-off valve (not
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shown) is opened to actuate the aeration air supply unit
37 (S12). And, compressed air (that is, aeration air) is
ejected from the sintered body attached to the leading
end of the aeration air supply unit 37, by which core sand
inside the sand blowing chamber 34 is suspended and
fluidized. Then, after a predetermined period of time has
passed, the on-off valve (not shown) is opened to actuate
the compressed air supply unit 36 (S14). Thereby, com-
pressed air is ejected from the sintered body 36a at-
tached to the leading end of the compressed air intro-
ducing pipe 36b, and the core sand inside the sand blow-
ing chamber 34 is blown into a cavity 31a of the core box
30 via the sand blowing hole 34b. In the meantime, the
compressed air blown into the cavity 31a together with
the core sand is exhausted through the vent holes (not
shown).
[0078] Then, after a predetermined period of time has
passed, the on-off valve (not shown) is opened to actuate
the sand-feeding air supply unit 40 (S16). Thereby, com-
pressed air (that is, sand-feeding air) is ejected from the
sintered body attached to the leading end of the sand-
feeding air supply unit 40, by which core sand inside the
sand storage chamber 35 is fed into the sand blowing
chamber 34. Then, after a predetermined period of time
has passed from start of actuating the sand-feeding air
supply unit 40, the on-off valve (not shown) is closed to
stop actuation of the aeration air supply unit 37 and the
compressed air supply unit 36 (S18). In this case, since
a pressure which is going to move into the cavity 31a of
the core box 30 acts on core sand inside the sand blowing
chamber 34 and the sand storage chamber 35, core sand
filled inside the cavity 31a does not drop.
[0079] Then, after a predetermined period of time has
passed from stop of actuation of the aeration air supply
unit 37 and the compressed air supply unit 36, the on-off
valve (not shown) is opened to actuate the air exhaustion
unit 38 (S20). Thereby, compressed air remaining in the
sand blowing chamber 34 is exhausted. In the meantime,
such flow of air is developed that compressed air remain-
ing in the sand blowing chamber 40 is exhausted from
the air exhaustion unit 38. Thus, core sand inside the
sand storage chamber 35 joins the flow and moves into
the sand blowing chamber 34, by which the sand blowing
chamber 34 is filled with the core sand.
[0080] Then, after a predetermined period of time has
passed from start of actuating the air exhaustion unit 38,
the on-off valve (not shown) is closed to stop actuation
of the sand-feeding air supply unit 40 (S22). After the
pressure sensor 39 has measured that the pressure in-
side the blow head 32 is zero, the blow head 32 is lowered
by the lift cylinder (not shown) and the core box 30 is
separated from the blow head 32 (S24). Then, the on-off
valve (not shown) is closed which is communicatively
connected to the air exhaustion unit 38.
[0081] Then, after horizontal movement of the core box
30 to a different position, the box is opened to take out
a core. Then, the on/off gate 43 is opened by the cylinder
(not shown). Thereby, core sand inside the sand hopper

is supplied into the sand storage chamber 35 through the
sand supply pipe 42, the through hole 41a, the commu-
nicating hole 43a and the sand blowing hole 35e (S26).
[0082] In the above-described embodiment, the aera-
tion air supply unit 37, the compressed air supply unit 36
and the sand-feeding air supply unit 40 are actuated at
the same pressure. The same actuation pressure is ad-
vantageous in reducing consumption of air.
[0083] In one embodiment, as described above, the
aeration air supply unit 37, the compressed air supply
unit 36 and the sand-feeding air supply unit 40 are actu-
ated at the same pressure, to which the present invention
shall not be, however, limited. It is acceptable that the
sand-feeding air supply unit 40 is actuated at a pressure
higher than a pressure at which the aeration air supply
unit 37 and the compressed air supply unit 36 is actuated.
In this case, there is provided such an advantage that
core sand inside the sand storage chamber 35 is fed into
the sand blowing chamber 34 smoothly and continuously
due to a difference between a pressure at which the sand-
feeding air supply unit 40 is actuated and a pressure at
which the aeration air supply unit 37 and the compressed
air supply unit 36 is actuated. Further, in this case, a
pressure at which the sand-feeding air supply unit 40 is
actuated is preferably higher than a pressure at which
the aeration air supply unit 37 and the compressed air
supply unit 36 is actuated. It is acceptable that the aer-
ation air supply unit 37 and the compressed air supply
unit 36 are actuated at the same pressure or not at the
same pressure.
[0084] In one embodiment, such an arrangement is
made that the blow head 32 divided into the sand blowing
chamber 34 and the sand storage chamber 35 which are
communicatively connected to each other is placed be-
low the core box 30 so as to move up and down in a
relative manner to the core box 30. Thereby, as com-
pared with a top-blow type core making machine, the
device of this embodiment can be decreased in width in
a perpendicular direction to provide effects that it can be
downsized. There is also provided such an arrangement
that, with the sand blowing chamber 34 and the sand
storage chamber 35 disposed substantially in a horizon-
tal direction, the compressed air supply unit 36 is mount-
ed in a horizontal direction and the sand supply pipe 42
is mounted at the upper end of the sand storage chamber
35 and the device is thereby further decreased in width
in a perpendicular direction. Further, in one embodiment,
three air supply units are provided, that is, the com-
pressed air supply unit 36 which is communicatively con-
nected to the sand blowing chamber 34 and also supplies
into the sand blowing chamber 34 compressed air for
blowing core sand inside the sand blowing chamber 34
into the core box 30, the aeration air supply unit 37 which
is communicatively connected to the sand blowing cham-
ber 34 and also supplies into the sand blowing chamber
34 aeration air for suspending and fluidizing core sand
inside the sand blowing chamber 35, and the sand-feed-
ing air supply unit 40 which is communicatively connect-
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ed to the sand storage chamber 35 and also supplies
into the sand storage chamber 35 compressed air for
feeding core sand inside the sand storage chamber 35
into the sand blowing chamber 34. And, compressed air
ejected from each of the air supply units is combined to
blow and fill the core sand, thereby such effects are pro-
vided that the core sand can be filled with improved filling
property even by an under-blow type core making ma-
chine.
[0085] In one embodiment, the aeration air supply unit
37 is actuated and after a predetermined period of time
has passed, the compressed air supply unit 36 is actu-
ated, to which the present invention shall not be, howev-
er, limited. It is acceptable that the compressed air supply
unit 36 is actuated after the aeration air supply unit 37
has been actuated and the pressure sensor 39 has de-
tected a predetermined pressure value inside the blow
head 32. In this case, it is also acceptable that the pre-
determined pressure value inside the blow head 32 is a
pressure value lower than a pressure at which the com-
pressed air supply unit 36 is actuated. The pressure value
may be, for example, in a range of 0.01 to 0.2 MPa.
[0086] In one embodiment, the blow head 32 is to move
up and down with respect to the core box 30 disposed
at a predetermined position, to which the present inven-
tion shall not be, however, limited. It is acceptable that
the core box 30 is to move up and down with respect to
the blow head 32 disposed at a predetermined position.
[0087] Further, in one embodiment, as the core making
machine, there is exemplified a shell core making ma-
chine in which resin-coated sand is blown and filled into
a heated box to make a shell core, to which the present
invention shall not be, however, limited. The present in-
vention is also applicable to core sand filled into a core
making machine by using cold box method which is an
ordinary-temperature gas hardening process.
[0088] In one embodiment, pressures at which the aer-
ation air supply unit 37, the compressed air supply unit
36 and the sand-feeding air supply unit 40 are actuated
shall not be limited to specific pressure values. The aer-
ation air supply unit 37, the compressed air supply unit
36 and the sand-feeding air supply unit 40 may be actu-
ated, for example, at the respective pressures of 0.1 to
0.5 MPa, 0.1 to 0.5 MPa and 0.1 to 0.5 MPa.
[0089] Further, in one embodiment, the on/off gate 43
is opened and closed by the cylinder (not shown), to
which the present invention shall not be, however, limit-
ed. It is acceptable that the on/off gate 43 is opened and
closed by a cam mechanism.
[0090] Still further, in one embodiment, the sand stor-
age chamber 35 is branched and divided into the left
chamber 35a and the right chamber 35b, to which the
present invention shall not be, however, limited. Such an
arrangement is acceptable that the sand storage cham-
ber 35 has one chamber (single chamber). In this case,
for example, the compressed air supply unit 36 is to pen-
etrate through the sand storage chamber 35.
[0091] Next, a description will be given of a Fourth Em-

bodiment which is different from the Third Embodiment.
First, a difference in arrangement between the Third Em-
bodiment and Fourth Embodiment will be explained. In
the Fourth Embodiment, as shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17,
a sand blowing nozzle 44 is placed at a lower end of a
sand blowing hole 34b drilled into a plate 34a attached
to an upper end of a sand blowing chamber 34 so as to
protrude from the lower end of the plate 34a. It is noted
that the sand blowing hole 34b and the sand blowing
nozzle 44 are communicatively connected to each other.
This is different from the Third Embodiment. Other points
are the same as those of the Third Embodiment. The
same components as those of the Third Embodiment are
given the same reference numerals, with a description
thereof omitted here. Actuation of the above-arranged
Fourth Embodiment is similar to that of the Third Embod-
iment, the description of which will be omitted here. In
the Fourth Embodiment, core sand inside the sand blow-
ing chamber 34 is blown into a cavity 31a of a core box
30 via the sand blowing nozzle 44 and the sand blowing
hole 34b, only which is different from the Third Embodi-
ment.
[0092] Next, a detailed description will be given of ef-
fects that the sand blowing nozzle 44 is placed at the
lower end of the sand blowing hole 34b drilled into the
plate 34a attached to the upper end of the sand blowing
chamber 34 so as to protrude from the lower end of the
plate 34a. In the Third Embodiment and Fourth Embod-
iment of the present invention, as described above, after
core sand inside the sand blowing chamber 34 has been
blown into the cavity 31a of the core box 30, the aeration
air supply unit 37, the compressed air supply unit 36 and
sand-feeding air supply unit 40 stop actuation thereof.
Thereby, core sand inside the sand blowing chamber 34
settles down due to gravity drop to form an air layer (gap)
K between the upper face of core sand inside the sand
blowing chamber 34 and the lower end (lower face) of
the plate 34a (refer to Fig. 18 and Fig. 19).
[0093] Fig. 18 shows a state that the air layer K is
formed (the symbol S indicates core sand). In the Third
Embodiment, in this state, carried out is next blowing of
core sand into the cavity 31 a of the core box 30. However,
here, core sand is blown into the cavity 31a together with
air of the air layer K, by which there is a case that core
sand is not sufficiently filled into the cavity 31a. Further,
where the air layer K is formed, core sand which is not
solidified inside the cavity 31a may thereafter fall onto
the air layer K, thus resulting in insufficient filling of core
sand into the cavity 31a.
[0094] Fig. 19 shows a state that the air layer K is
formed in the Fourth Embodiment (the symbol S indicates
core sand). In the Fourth Embodiment, in this state, car-
ried out is next blowing of core sand into the cavity 31a
of the core box 30. In the meantime, the leading end of
the sand blowing nozzle 44 is kept buried into the core
sand. Thereby, such an advantage is provided that the
core sand is sufficiently filled into the cavity 31a, with no
air of the air layer K involved with the core sand. Further,
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even where the air layer K is formed, the leading end of
the sand blowing nozzle 44 is constantly kept buried into
the core sand. Thus, there is no chance that core sand
which is not solidified inside the cavity 31a falls onto the
air layer K. As a result, such an advantage is also pro-
vided that insufficient feeding of core sand into the cavity
31a can be prevented. Such an arrangement is made
that the sand blowing nozzle 44 is placed at the lower
end of the sand blowing hole 34b drilled into the plate
34a attached to the upper end of the sand blowing cham-
ber 34 so as to protrude from the lower end of the plate
34a, thereby providing the above-described advantage.
[0095] In the Fourth Embodiment, the internal thread
is formed on an inner face of the sand blowing hole 34b
and the external thread is formed on an outer face of the
sand blowing nozzle 44 to screw them together. Thereby,
the sand blowing nozzle 44 is allowed to protrude from
the lower end of the plate 34a and placed. However, the
present invention shall not be limited thereto. It is accept-
able that the sand blowing nozzle 44 is placed at the
lower end of the blowing hole 34b and the sand blowing
nozzle 44 is firmly fixed to the plate 34a by welding or
the like, thereby, allowing the sand blowing nozzle 44 to
protrude from the lower end of the plate 34a.
[0096] Further, in the Fourth Embodiment, a cylindrical
pipe is used as the sand blowing nozzle 44. The shape
of the sand blowing nozzle 44 shall not be limited thereto
and may include, for example, an oval shape.
[0097] Still further, in the Third Embodiment and Fourth
Embodiment, the plate 34a attached to the upper end of
the sand blowing chamber 34 is arranged so as to be
detached from the upper end of the sand blowing cham-
ber 34. A unit which is capable of detaching the plate 34a
from the upper end of the sand blowing chamber 34 in-
cludes, for example, a connection unit and a clamp unit.

Reference Signs List

[0098] 1: core box, 2: blow head, 4: sand blowing
chamber, 4a: plate 4b: sand blowing hole, 5: sand storage
chamber, 5a: inclined face, 6: sand blowing nozzle, 7:
compressed air supply unit, 9: aeration air supply unit,
10: air pipe, 13: exhaust valve, 14: pressure sensor for
measuring pressure inside sand blowing chamber, 15:
pressure sensor for measuring pressure inside sand stor-
age chamber, 19: second compressed air supply unit,
21: second aeration air supply unit.

Claims

1. A core sand filling device in an under-blow type core
making machine in which core sand is blown from a
lower part of a core box to an upper part of the core
box,
the core sand filling device in the core making ma-
chine comprising:

the core box;
a blow head which is placed below the core box
so as to move up and down in a relative manner
to the core box and divided into a sand blowing
chamber and a sand storage chamber that are
communicatively connected to each other;
a compressed air supply unit which is commu-
nicatively connected to the sand storage cham-
ber and supplies compressed air into the sand
storage chamber;
an aeration air supply unit which is communica-
tively connected to the sand blowing chamber
and supplies into the sand blowing chamber aer-
ation air for suspending and fluidizing core sand
inside the sand blowing chamber; and
an exhaust valve which is communicatively con-
nected to the sand blowing chamber and ex-
hausts compressed air remaining in the sand
blowing chamber.

2. The core sand filling device in the core making ma-
chine according to Claim 1, wherein a second com-
pressed air supply unit which supplies compressed
air into the sand storage chamber is communicative-
ly connected to the sand storage chamber.

3. The core sand filling device in the core making ma-
chine according to Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein a
second aeration air supply unit which supplies into
the sand blowing chamber aeration air for suspend-
ing and fluidizing core sand inside the sand blowing
chamber is communicatively connected to the sand
blowing chamber.

4. The core sand filling device in the core making ma-
chine according to Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein a part
of a bottom face of the sand storage chamber is
made into an inclined face and the compressed air
supply unit is attached to the inclined face.

5. The core sand filling device in the core making ma-
chine according to Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein the
exhaust valve is communicatively connected to the
sand blowing chamber via an air pipe which is com-
municatively connected to the aeration air supply
unit.

6. The core sand filling device in the core making ma-
chine according to Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein a
pressure sensor for measuring a pressure inside the
sand blowing chamber is attached to the sand blow-
ing chamber and a pressure sensor for measuring a
pressure inside the sand storage chamber is also
attached to the sand storage chamber.

7. The core sand filling device in the core making ma-
chine according to Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein a
sand blowing nozzle is placed at a lower end of a
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sand blowing hole drilled into a plate attached to an
upper end of the sand blowing chamber so as to
protrude from the lower end of the plate.

8. A core sand filling method employed in the core mak-
ing machine using the core sand filling device in the
core making machine according to Claim 1,
the core sand filling method employed in the core
making machine comprising:

a step which firmly attaches the core box to the
sand blowing chamber;
a step which actuates the aeration air supply
unit to suspend and fluidize core sand inside the
sand blowing chamber;
a step which actuates the compressed air supply
unit, thereby feeding core sand inside the sand
storage chamber into the sand blowing chamber
and also blowing core sand inside the sand
blowing chamber into the core box;
a step which stops actuation of the aeration air
supply unit;
a step which stops actuation of the compressed
air supply unit; and
a step which actuates the exhaust valve to ex-
haust compressed air remaining in the sand
blowing chamber.

9. The core sand filling method employed in the core
making machine according to Claim 8, wherein the
aeration air supply unit and the compressed air sup-
ply unit are actuated at the same pressure.

10. The core sand filling method employed in the core
making machine according to Claim 8, wherein a
pressure for actuating the compressed air supply unit
is set higher than a pressure for actuating the aera-
tion air supply unit.
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